gene sequences in ancestral species has been widely used to test hypotheses concerning the process of molecular sequence 3 ; 4 evolution. However, the approach may produce spurious results, mainly because using the single best reconstruction while ignoring the suboptimal ones creates systematic biases. Here we implement methods to correct for such biases and use computer simulation to evaluate their performance when the substitution process is nonstationary. The methods we evaluated include parsimony and likelihood using the single best reconstruction (SBR), averaging over reconstructions weighted by the posterior probabilities (AWP), and a new method called expected Markov counting (EMC) that produces maximum-likelihood estimates of substitution counts for any branch under a nonstationary Markov model. We simulated base composition evolution on a phylogeny for six species, with different selective pressures on G+C content among lineages, and compared the counts of nucleotide substitutions recorded during simulation with the inference by different methods. We found that large systematic biases resulted from (i) the use of parsimony or likelihood with SBR, (ii) the use of a stationary model when the substitution process is nonstationary, and (iii) the use of the HKY 5 model, which is too simple to adequately describe the substitution process. The nonstationary GTR ; 6 model, used with AWP or EMC, accurately recovered the substitution counts, even in cases of complex parameter fluctuations. We discuss model complexity and the compromise between bias and variance and suggest that the new methods may be useful for studying complex patterns of nucleotide substitution in large genomic data sets.
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KEYWORDS ancestral reconstruction; codon usage; GC content; nonstationary models; nucleotide substitution; stochastic mapping I F the gene or genomic sequences in extinct ancestral species were known, they could be compared with sequences from modern species to identify the changes that have occurred on every branch of the phylogeny and at every site of the gene sequence. Such detailed information would be extremely valuable for making inferences concerning the processes and causes of molecular sequence evolution. As ancestral sequences are unknown but can be inferred in a phylogenetic analysis of modern sequences using phylogenetic methods such as parsimony (Fitch 1971; Hartigan 1973) and likelihood (i.e., Bayesian) Koshi and Goldstein 1996) , it has appeared very natural to molecular evolutionists to use such reconstructed ancestral sequences as if they were real observed data. This approach has been extremely popular throughout the history of the field of molecular evolution. In the early 1960s, Dayhoff et al. (1965) used parsimony-like ideas to count amino acid changes on the phylogeny to construct the famous PAM matrices of amino acid substitution. The same approach was used to construct the JTT matrix (Jones et al. 1992) and to estimate relative rates of nucleotide substitution (Gojobori et al. 1982) . Other uses of the approach have included counting synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions on the phylogeny to infer adaptive protein evolution affecting particular lineages (Messier and Stewart 1997; Zhang et al. 1997) or sites (Fitch et al. 1991; Suzuki and Gojobori 1999) , inferring changes in nucleotide or amino acid compositions (Duret et al. 2002; Gaucher et al. 2003 Gaucher et al. , 2008 Khelifi et al. 2006; Groussin and Gouy 2011; Aoki et al. 2013) , and detecting coevolving nucleotides or amino acids (e.g., Shindyalov et al. 1994; Tuffery and Darlu 2000; Osada and Akashi 2012; Liao et al. 2014) . In analysis of population data or data from closely related species, use of an outgroup species to "polarize" the changes to identify the ancestral and derived nucleotide states (e.g., Lohse and Barton 2011) is based on the same idea. Ancestral reconstruction has also had a long history of application in studies of codon usage in Drosophila (e.g., Akashi 1995; Eanes et al. 1996; Kilman 1999; Begun 2001; Takano 2001; Bauer Dumont et al. 2004; Comeron 2005; Presgraves 2005; Gardiner et al. 2008; Haddrill et al. 2008; Bauer Dumont et al. 2009; Terekhanova et al. 2013) .
However, reconstructed ancestral sequences are pseudodata and may involve random errors and systematic biases. The reconstruction bias in the case of the parsimony method has been discussed (Collins et al. 1994; Perna and Kocher 1995; Eyre-Walker 1998) . The bias exists also with the likelihood (Bayesian) method Yang 2006, pp. 126-128) , as the problem lies with the use of the single best reconstruction (the one that requires the minimum number of changes by parsimony or that has the highest posterior probability by likelihood) rather than with the reconstruction method. As an example, Jordan et al. (2005) used parsimony to polarize 7 amino acid substitutions on three-taxon trees and found that common amino acids were even more common in ancestors. This "universal trend" of amino acid gain and loss appears to be an artifact of ancestral reconstruction . While reconstruction bias is more serious for more divergent sequences, it has been noted to be substantial in the analysis of human mitochondrial D-loop sequences and even in analysis of population data (Hernandez et al. 2007) .
One approach to reducing the reconstruction bias, referred to below as averaging weighted by posterior probabilities (AWP), is to average over multiple reconstructions, with their posterior probabilities (PPs) calculated in the likelihood (Bayesian) method used as weights (Yang 2006, pp. 126-128 ; see also Krishnan et al. 2004; Dutheil et al. 2005; Akashi et al. 2007) . If the likelihood model is too simplistic, the weights will be incorrect, but the approach may still be less biased than the use of the single best reconstruction. In a computer simulation, Akashi et al. (2007) examined the AWP approach, with the PPs calculated under the HKY 8 model (Hasegawa et al. 1985) , to count substitutions between preferred (common) and unpreferred (rare) codons in protein-coding genes. AWP was found to have much smaller bias than parsimony, but the bias was still unacceptably high under complex scenarios of nonstationary base composition evolution, apparently because the stationary HKY model is too simplistic to describe adequately the substitution process.
This simulation and further simulation experiments we conducted later have motivated us to develop more powerful methods to correct for the reconstruction bias and to count substitutions along branches under complex nonstationary models. As a result we have extended the AWP method to stationary and nonstationary GTR 9 models of nucleotide substitution (Tavaré 1986; Yang 1994; Zharkikh 1994) . We have also implemented a new method for counting different types of nucleotide substitutions along a branch on the phylogeny, taking into account the changes in base compositions over time.
There has been much effort in developing nonstationary, nonhomogeneous, or nonreversible models of nucleotide or amino acid substitution for use in inference of phylogenetic relationships among distant species, in both the maximumlikelihood (Yang and Roberts 1995; Galtier and Gouy 1998; Dutheil and Boussau 2008; Jayaswal et al. 2011; Groussin et al. 2013; Gueguen et al. 2013; Jayaswal et al. 2014) and Bayesian (Foster 2004; Lartillot 2006, 2008) frameworks. Here our focus is on estimation of substitution rates and counting of substitutions to study the process of sequence evolution, with the phylogeny assumed known. We are conducting an analysis of genome sequences from the Drosophila melanogaster subgroup to infer the relative roles of mutation and selection driving the evolution of synonymous sites and intron base compositions. Previous studies have highlighted the importance of natural selection affecting synonymous codon usage and the fluctuating selective strength across lineages in this species group (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2007; Duret and Arndt 2008; Singh et al. 2009 ). To tease apart the effects of mutation and selection and to estimate the changing selective strengths, one needs reliable methods for counting substitutions on the branches of the tree. The main objective of the present study is thus to compare the different inference methods by simulation to inform us of the suitable methods in our future data analysis. However, our results should apply more broadly to inference of lineage-specific evolution when evolutionary forces are fluctuating.
In this article we first describe our implementation of the methods of data analysis, including the new method for estimating the expected substitution counts along a branch under a nonstationary model. We then report an extensive computer simulation study designed to evaluate the different methods under both simple stationary and complex nonstationary scenarios of sequence evolution.
Theory and Methods

Substitution models assumed in data analysis
We use the (stationary and homogeneous) HKY model of nucleotide substitution (Hasegawa et al. 1985) , as well as two versions of nonstationary models implemented by Yang and Roberts (1995) , referred to below as HKY-NH and HKY-NH b (Table 1) . Here "NH" stands for "nonhomogeneous," although those models are nonstationary (with the base compositions changing over time) but time homogeneous (with the substitution rate matrix constant among lineages). The stationary HKY model involves 2s -3 branch lengths on the unrooted tree for s species and four free parameters in the substitution rate matrix (the transition/transversion rate ratio k and three base frequencies). In HKY-NH, each branch on the rooted tree is assigned a set of base frequency parameters, plus a set of initial base frequency parameters at the root, while the same k is assumed for all branches on the tree. The model involves the following parameters: (2s -2) branch lengths on the rooted tree, (2s -1) 3 3 base frequency parameters, and one k parameter. The HKY-NH b model allows each branch to have its own k parameter, with (2s -2) + (2s -1) 3 3 + (2s -2) parameters in total. Note that the nonhomogeneous model studied by Galtier and Gouy (1998; see also Dutheil and Boussau 2008 ) is a special case of the HKY-NH model and uses the GC content rather than the base compositions as a parameter.
In this study we have implemented the GTR versions of those models, referred to as GTR, GTR-NH, and GTR-NH b . The GTR model has the instantaneous rate matrix
ap C bp A cp G ap T : dp A ep G bp T dp C :
where q ij is the substitution rate from nucleotides i to j, with the nucleotides ordered T, C, A, and G (Yang 1994; Zharkikh 1994 ; see also Tavaré 1986) . We refer to p T , p C , p A , and p G (with the sum of 1) as the frequency parameters and to a, b, c, d, and e as the rate parameters (Yang 1994) or exchangeability parameters (Whelan and Goldman 2001) . The diagonals of the matrix are determined by the requirement that each row sums to 0. As the data depend on Qt but not Q and t separately, we fix f = 1 to avoid nonidentifiability, and then the exchangeability parameters are relative. As is common practice, the matrix Q is multiplied by a factor so that the average rate is 2 P i p i q ii = 1, and then time t is measured by distance (the expected number of nucleotide substitutions per site when the process is stationary).
The stationary GTR model has (2s -3) + 8 parameters since there are 8 free parameters in the rate matrix (Equation 1). GTR-NH involves a set of frequency parameters for each branch on the rooted tree, but the exchangeability parameters (a, b, c, d , and e) are shared among branches, with (2s -2) + (2s -1) 3 3 + 5 parameters. GTR-NH b assigns an independent rate matrix for each branch and involves (2s -2) + (2s -1) 3 3 + (2s -2) 3 5 parameters.
All the nonstationary models (NH and NH b ) are implemented in the BASEML program in the PAML package (Yang 2007) . One option assigns a set of frequency parameters for every branch. This is the NH b models used in this simulation study. Another option allows the user to specify the number of sets of frequency parameters and to assign every branch to a particular set. This may be useful if all lineages in a clade or subtree have similar base compositions and share similar substitution patterns. Calculation of the likelihood function follows Felsenstein's (1981) pruning algorithm (see Yang 1995) , and the optimizer in PAML (Yang 2007 ) is used to estimate the model parameters including the base frequency parameters by maximizing the log-likelihood function. We note that GTR-NH b is the same model as the nstGTR model of Zou et al. (2012) , who implemented the model by using branch lengths estimated under the more general BarryHartigan model (Barry and Hartigan 1987) and had to deal with the nonidentifiability problems under that model.
After the maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) of parameters are generated, joint ancestral reconstruction (i.e., assignment of nucleotide states to all internal nodes on the tree at a site) is conducted by calculating the posterior (conditional) probabilities for the reconstructions given 
Under the stationary models (HKY and GTR), unrooted trees are used so that there are (2s -3) branch lengths in the unrooted tree for s species. Under the nonstationary models (the NH and NH b models), rooted trees are used so that there are (2s -2) branch lengths.
Inference of Base Composition Evolution 3 the data using the MLEs of the parameters (Yang et al. 1995, equation 2) . The dynamic programming algorithm of Pupko et al. (2000) is implemented, which calculates the best joint reconstruction and its posterior probability. While Yang (1995) and Pupko et al. (2000) considered stationary models, the algorithm applies to nonstationary models as well. The BASEML program implements a modified version of the algorithm so that suboptimal reconstructions, with PP $ 0.1%, are also listed. This is achieved by storing in computer memory not only the best state but also the second or third best states during each stage on the Viterbi path. However, for a highly variable site, the algorithm may miss many of the reconstructions with PP . 0.1%, even though it is very likely to find the second and third best reconstructions. The sum of the posterior probabilities over the listed reconstructions will indicate whether some likely reconstructions are missed. Note that joint ancestral reconstruction (Yang et al. 1995, equation 2) is used here because our interest is on the substitution counts along branches of the tree. For any given site, the joint reconstruction evaluates assigned character states to all ancestral nodes in the tree and accounts for the strong correlation among the nodes. In this case, marginal reconstruction (Yang et al. 1995, equation 4) is not the appropriate method (Yang 2006, p. 121) .
Methods for counting nucleotide substitutions
For each of the six models (HKY, HKY-NH, HKY-NH b , GTR, GTR-NH, and GTR-NH b ), we consider several methods to count the 12 nucleotide substitutions on every branch of the phylogeny. The substitution counts are then used to calculate a substitution skew index that is diagnostic of the relative roles of mutation and selection affecting synonymous codon usage or base composition evolution. The index is described later. Here we describe the counting methods, which use either the MLEs of parameters under the model or the ancestral reconstructions with their posterior probabilities calculated at the MLEs of model parameters.
i. Counting using single best reconstruction (SBR). For each site, the best reconstruction (that is, the reconstruction with the highest posterior probability) is generated using the algorithm of Pupko et al. (2000) . If the nucleotides (let them be i and j) at the start and end of a branch are different according to this best reconstruction, we count an i / j change on the branch. The counts are summed over sites in the sequence to generate the substitution counts for the whole branch. Note that this method ignores the suboptimal reconstructions and also ignores possible multiple hits within the branch. In this study, we do not distinguish this SBR method from maximum parsimony (MP). ii. AWP. In this method, we average over ancestral reconstructions generated by the BASEML program, with their posterior probabilities used as weights. Consider the tree of Figure 1 , which has six species so that a reconstruction at a site may be represented as y 7 y 8 y 9 y 10 y 11 . Suppose the best two reconstructions at a site are y 7 y 8 y 9 y 10 y 11 = CCCCC (with PP = 0.50) and CCTTT (with PP = 0.48), with other reconstructions having negligible probabilities (Yang et al. 1995, equation 2) . Then for branches 7-9 (branch tyeo), we count 0.49 C / T changes since 0.48/(0.50 + 0.48) = 0.49. The SBR method would count 0 changes for every internal branch at this site. Similarly the counts are summed over sites in the sequence to generate the substitution counts for the whole branch. Note that the posterior probabilities for the ancestral reconstructions are calculated using the MLEs of parameters. This approach, known as empirical Bayes (EB), ignores the sampling errors in the parameter estimates. As our simulated data sets are large (see below), the sampling errors are expected to be small. See Discussion below for a discussion of the different ancestral reconstruction methods. iii. Expected Markov counting (EMC). The EMC method counts nucleotide substitutions along a branch by taking expectations over the Markov-chain substitution process, accounting for the fact that the base compositions may be changing. Let E{X ij (t)} be the expected number of i / j substitutions per site over time interval (0, t) when the initial distribution of the Markov chain at time 0,
A ; p ð0Þ G g; differs from the station-
Here p and p (0) are row vectors, and times 0 and t represent the start and end of the branch, which has length t. The rate matrix Q = {q ij } for the Markov chain is constant over time (or over the branch). Let the spectral decomposition of Q be Figure 1 Three schemes of natural selection driving base composition evolution illustrated in phylogenetic trees for six Drosophila species with relative branch lengths used to simulate sequence data. Scheme st1 represents a stationary scenario, in which selection has been homogeneous and the base compositions and codon usage have been stationary throughout the tree. Scheme nstD is a simple nonstationary scenario, with relaxed selection in all lineages since the root, which may represent a population size reduction in all lineages. Scheme nstC represents a complex nonstationary scenario, in which some lineages experienced strengthened selection and others weakened selection.
or equivalently
where L = diag{l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 } is a diagonal matrix, with the diagonal elements the eigenvalues and the off-diagonal elements zero, and where columns of U are the right eigenvectors, with V = U -1 . The matrix of transition probabilities over time t is then
Note that l 1 = 0 and l 2 , l 3 , l 4 , 0. The first column of U has all entries to be 1 and the first row of V is p; that is, u i1 = 1 and v 1i = p i for all i. The matrices L, U, and V are available analytically for HKY (Hasegawa et al. 1985) and can be calculated numerically for GTR (e.g., Yang 2006, pp. 68 and 69) .
Break the interval (0, t) into N segments, each of width 
Within each time segment (t h-1 , t h ), the distribution is nearly constant and equal to p (h) . Thus
Here (a) i represents the ith element in vector a. Note that if the process is stationary, with p ð0Þ = p, the correction term q ij c i vanishes with c i = 0 and E{X ij (t)} = p i q ij t. Also while p i q ij = p j q ji , the counts generated by Equation 6 are not symmetrical if the process is nonstationary.
Thus under a nonstationary model of nucleotide substitution,
is a more accurate definition of branch length than t is since v accounts for the changing base compositions and the changing substitution rates over time. This is the same branch-length definition of Zou et al. (2012, equation 6) , who derived it using Minin and Suchard's (2008b) expected count of substitutions conditioned on the nucleotide states at the two ends of the branch. The derivation here appears to be simpler.
As defined in Equation 6, E{X ij (t)} is a function of the model parameters. For example, for the GTR-NH b model, the parameters include the base frequencies at the root, the exchange rates (a, b, c, d, e, with f = 1 fixed) for every branch, and the branch lengths. Given those parameters, one can use Equation 6 to calculate the 12 expected substitution counts for every branch on the tree. Note that given the distribution at the root and the rate matrices for all branches, the distribution at every internal node of the tree can be calculated using a preorder tree traversal (Equation 5), with the distribution for ancestral nodes calculated before those for descendent nodes. Using the invariance property of MLEs, we replace the parameters in Equation 6 by their MLEs to produce the MLE of E{X ij (t)}, the expected number of i / j substitutions per site along the branch. Note also that under a stationary model (such as HKY or GTR), b p i b q ij b t (where the caret indicates the MLE of the parameters) is the MLE of E{X ij (t)}.
In summary, under each model, we first perform ML optimization to generate the MLEs of model parameters. We then use the methods described above to produce the substitution counts for every branch on the tree. For SBR and AWP, the MLEs of parameters are used to calculate the posterior probabilities for ancestral reconstructions (Yang et al. 1995, equation 2) , and then either the SBR is used or multiple reconstructions are averaged (with their posterior probabilities as weights, AWP) to generate the counts. For EMC, we use Equation 6, with parameters replaced by their MLEs, to calculate the expected substitution counts for the branch.
Simulation model of base composition evolution
The simulation considers weak fixation biases that affect base composition. Such a model appears to capture the main features of synonymous codon usage in Drosophila (Kliman and Hey 1993; Akashi 1994 Akashi , 1995 Akashi , 1996 Moriyama and Powell 1997; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999 Vicario et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2009; Poh et al. 2012; Campos et al. 2013 ). Codon usage, or base composition at synonymous sites, appears to be under weak selection so that, in general, GC-ending codons are preferred and AT-ending codons are unpreferred. However, the strength or efficacy of selection relative to mutation biases may vary among lineages, resulting in a nonstationary substitution process. Inference of changes in selective strength and in mutation bias on the different lineages requires reliable counts of different types of nucleotide substitutions, and we evaluate the performance of the different methods in recovering the actual counts recorded during the simulation. We note that biased gene conversion may affect the nucleotide fixation process in a manner similar to weak selection (Nagylaki 1983) , resulting in substitution biases throughout the genome and thus affecting GC content variation among genes (reviewed in Marais 2003; Duret and Galtier 2009 ). However, gene conversion is not considered in our simulation. Akashi et al. (2007) simulated codon usage evolution in different codon-degeneracy classes. Here we used 777,600 third positions of fourfold degenerate codons, generated in that simulation. The scenario is equivalent to nucleotidelevel selection on GC content. The selection intensity is measured by Ns, where N is the (effective) chromosomal population size and s the selection coefficient. G-and C-ending codons are preferred codons with relative fitness 1, while Aand T-ending codons are unpreferred with fitness 1 -s, so that the selection coefficient is s for any up (unpreferred / preferred) mutation, -s for a pu mutation, and 0 for uu and pp mutations. Synonymous codon substitution is simulated using a discrete Markov chain. The transition probability, over one generation, from any codon to any other synonymous codon is given by the number of mutations per generation in the population multiplied by the fixation probability (Fisher 1930) ,
for any up substitution (such as T / C),
for any pu substitution (such as C / T), and
for a neutral substitution (such as T / A or C / G). Here m is the mutation rate from one nucleotide to another. When this substitution process reaches equilibrium, the GC content is given by the relationship GC=ð1 2 GCÞ ¼ p up =p pu or GC ¼ e 2Ns 1 þ e 2Ns and Ns ¼ 1 2 log GC 1 2 GC (11) (Li 1987; Bulmer 1991) .
Phylogenetic tree, selection scheme, and simulation of sequence alignments
The model phylogeny used in the simulation is shown in Figure 1 . The tree was based on the relationships and approximate branch lengths of six species in the D. melanogaster subgroup: D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. teissieri, D. yakuba, D. erecta, and D. orena (Ko et al. 2003) . Those six species are referred to as m, s, t, y, e, and o and the five ancestral species as ms, ty, eo, tyeo, and mstyeo. All data were simulated using this tree and the analyses assumed knowledge of the true tree. The effective population size (used to determine fixation probabilities) was set to N = 5000. We assumed equal mutation rates between any two nucleotides, with m = 2 3 10 25 per site per generation (with the total mutation rate per site per generation, 3m). The branch lengths were 3600 generations for branches m, s, t, y, e, o, ty, and eo; 5400 generations for ms; and 1800 generations for tyeo. Here a "generation" represents one step in the forward simulation of the discrete Markov chain that is small enough so that multiple substitutions at the same site are negligible. Those three branch lengths corresponded to 5%, 7.5%, and 2.5% of synonymous sequence divergence for the selective scheme corresponding to an equilibrium GC content of 70% (selection scheme st1; see below). "Fixations" were instantaneous and we did not account for polymorphism. Sequences at the root of the tree were generated through a burn-in phase. Sequences were initialized with random nucleotide composition and then evolved under a fixed selection regime (fixed Ns) until the nucleotide frequencies reached equilibrium. We considered six GC contents for the root sequence, referred to as GC initial : 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95, which corresponded to Ns = 0, 0.20, 0.43, 0.69, 1.10, and 1.47, respectively (Equation 11 ). In other words, we used the correct selective coefficient Ns to run the burnin until the root sequence reached the desired GC content. This is equivalent to sampling sites for the root sequence in proportion to the expected frequencies given by Equation 11 and noting the corresponding Ns value.
After the burn-in, the root sequence was allowed to evolve over generations along branches of the tree according to the transition probabilities of Equations 8-10 under a specified selection scheme. We considered several selection schemes and report results for three of them (Figure 1 ). In the stationary scheme st1, all branches of the tree evolved at the same selective strength (the same Ns) as during the burn-in, so that base compositions did not change over lineages on the tree. We also considered a variation to scheme st1 in which all branch lengths were doubled. This is called st2x and the increased sequence divergence was useful to reveal estimation errors in some methods. The second scheme was a simple nonstationary scheme (nstD), in which all lineages experienced relaxed selection, with Ns for all branches one-third of the burn-in value. In such a scenario, 6 T. Matsumoto, H. Akashi, and Z. Yang   521  522  523  524  525  526  527  528  529  530  531  532  533  534  535  536  537  538  539  540  541  542  543  544  545  546  547  548  549  550  551  552  553  554  555  556  557  558  559  560  561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574  575  576   577  578  579  580  581  582  583  584  585  586  587  588  589  590  591  592  593  594  595  596  597  598  599  600  601  602  603  604  605  606  607  608  609  610  611  612  613  614  615  616  617  618  619  620  621  622  623  624  625  626  627  628  629  630  631 the GC content decreased in all lineages. The third scheme was a complex nonstationary scheme (nstC), in which some lineages experienced strengthened selection with Ns set to twice the burn-in value, while some lineages experienced relaxed selection with Ns one-third of the burn-in value. For example, for the case where GC initial = 0.7 in the root sequence, the three possible Ns values assigned to branches on the tree ( Figure 1 , nstC scheme) are 0.141 (1=3 3 Ns), 0.424 (1 3 Ns) and 0.847 (2 3 Ns), which correspond to equilibrium GC contents of 0.57, 0.7, and 0.84 (Equation 11). Thus while the initial GC content in the root sequence was 70%, GC was decreasing toward 0.57 along the dashed branches because of relaxed selection and was increasing toward 0.84 along the thick branches because of strengthened selection. Figure 2 shows the substitution probabilities per generation for those three Ns values. Simulation of the evolutionary process along branches of the tree under the specified selection scheme led to sequences for the six modern species at the tips of the tree. Those sequences constitute the data to be analyzed using different methods implemented in the BASEML program (see above). In addition, the simulation generated the sequences at the five internal nodes, as well as the counts of all 12 types of substitutions for every branch on the tree. Those actual counts were used for comparison with the inferred counts.
Analysis of the simulated data
The BASEML program in PAML 4.8 (Yang 2007 ) was used to conduct all analyses by the methods described above. Branch lengths and parameters in the substitution models (such as the exchangeability and frequency parameters) were estimated by maximum likelihood (ML). The true tree topology was always used. As the parameter-rich nonstationary models pose difficult numerical optimization problems, we ran the same analysis 10 times, using random starting values, and used the results that correspond to the highest log likelihood. While this strategy did not guarantee the success of finding the global maximum, it seemed to have worked well in our analysis of the simulated data. Each run took a few seconds. In this case, data generation required more computation than data analysis.
We implemented the MP reconstruction by using the single best ML reconstruction under the Jukes -Cantor (JC) model (Jukes and Cantor 1969) . Note that MP and likelihood under JC rank the reconstructions in exactly the same order if all branches on the tree have the same length (Yang et al. 1995, equation 1) and should be very similar if branch lengths are different but small (Akashi et al. 2007 ).
We do not evaluate inference on the two branches around the root in the rooted tree. Under the stationary models HKY and GTR, the root of the tree is unidentifiable as both models are time reversible. Under nonstationary models, the root of the tree is identifiable, but we expect the data to contain little information to root the tree in this way (Yang and Roberts 1995; Huelsenbeck et al. 2002) .
We grouped the 12 nucleotide substitutions into four types, up (T, A / C, G), pu (C, G / T, A), uu (T 4 A), and pp (C 4 G), and calculated a up-pu skew index
where up and pu are the counts of up and pu substitutions. This is a measure of the direction and strength of base composition/codon usage evolution. As discussed in Akashi et al. (2007) , if base composition changes on a lineage reflect lineage-specific selection intensity, d up,pu should vary almost linearly as a function of base composition bias. On the other hand, if base composition changes reflect variable mutation rate, d up,pu would uniformly increase or decrease independent of initial base composition bias. Thus, d up,pu can be used to test for causes(s) of fluctuations in base composition. We compare inferred counts of substitutions and the d up,pu index with the actual values from our simulations to determine the accuracy of ancestral inference, using the different methods.
Results
Inference when the substitution process is stationary
We first consider calculation of the d up,pu index when the data are simulated under a homogeneous selection scheme, st2x. The d up,pu values for lineage m calculated using several different methods are plotted against the initial GC content in the root sequence in Figure 3A . Results for other lineages on the tree show similar patterns. Also the results for the stationary scheme st1 are similar, although the pattern is less pronounced due to the lower sequence divergences than under scheme st2x. Under scheme st2x, selection has been homogeneous and there is no change in base compositions along any branch, so that d up,pu should be 0 whatever the initial GC content. Nevertheless, MP infers a negative trend that is very similar to the predicted trend under relaxed selection. However, this trend is spurious and is caused by the well-known bias of MP, which ignores the suboptimal reconstructions that require more changes than the most parsimonious reconstruction. As a result, the common nucleotides (C and G) or the preferred codons are inferred to be even more common in the ancestors, generating an artifactual trend of decreasing GC bias and weakened selection. The AWP method uses posterior probabilities as weights to average over multiple ancestral reconstructions when counting changes. AWP under the stationary HKY model performed better than parsimony ( Figure 3A) . However, at high GC bias it was not reliable. In Figure 3C , we show the actual substitution rates between nucleotides in the simulation model as well as the estimates under HKY. Overall HKY overcounted pu and undercounted up changes because the model assigns the same transversion rate parameter (in the notation of Hasegawa et al. 1985) for uu and pu substitutions and for pp and up substitutions. The model is not complex enough to describe the true pattern of nucleotide substitution adequately. The impact of model violation is particularly pronounced at the high GC bias, with GC initial = 0.95 ( Figure 3A) . Those results are consistent with the findings of Akashi et al. (2007) , who used simulation to compare MP with AWP under HKY.
We also used AWP under the nonstationary HKY-NH model to calculate d up,pu even though the true process is stationary. The other nonstationary model HKY-NH b , which uses an independent k for every branch, produced very similar results to those of HKY-NH, and both are considerably more biased than the stationary HKY model ( Figure 3A) . The "wrong" parameters added in the HKY-NH model actually caused greater biases than the stationary HKY. For the case of high GC bias with GC initial = 0.95, parameter estimates under HKY-NH suggested base frequency changes, with GC = 0.971 at the root, 0.958 at node ms, and 0.95 at the tip m (Figure 1 ), when in fact the process has been stationary and all nodes had GC = 0.95.
The d up,pu index for lineage m calculated using the AWP method under the stationary GTR and the nonstationary GTR-NH models for scheme st2x is plotted in Figure 3B . GTR is general enough to accurately describe the codon and inferred d up,pu for the m lineage when the data are generated under the stationary scheme st2x. Shown are the averages and 95% confidence intervals over 300 bootstrap replicate data sets, generated by bootstrap resampling of the 777,600 sites in the simulated data set. Results are obtained using the MP and AWP methods, under stationary models HKY and GTR and nonstationary models HKY-NH and GTR-NH. The substitution rates in C are for the high GC bias (GC initial = 0.95).
usage selection model, so that both GTR and GTR-NH are correct. Both models performed equally well and gave a high accuracy in the d up,pu calculation. The estimated substitution rates under the two models ( Figure 3C ) also match closely the true rates. The counts of different nucleotide substitutions inferred by the two models also matched closely the actual counts. The good performance of those two models may be expected given the match between the simulation and inference models and the large sample size. Note, however, that the root of the tree is not identifiable under the stationary models HKY and GTR and the inference of the root is highly unreliable under the nonstationary models HKY-NH and GTR-NH.
Inference when the substitution process is nonstationary Next, we examine the performance of the stationary models HKY and GTR and the nonstationary models HKY-NH and GTR-NH when the data are simulated under the simple nonstationary scheme nstD. In this scheme, selection is weakened and the GC content has been decreasing along all branches on the tree. The results for lineage m are shown in Figure 4 . Those for other lineages are similar.
The nonstationary model HKY-NH accommodates the base composition changes but the rate matrix is too restrictive to describe the substitution process. This model mismatch caused undercounting of up changes and underestimation of d up,pu ( Figure 4A) , showing bias in the same direction as when the stationary HKY is applied to the stationary scheme st2x ( Figure 3A) . For those data, two component assumptions of the stationary HKY model are violated. First, HKY does not accommodate the base composition changes. Second, the rate matrix of HKY is too restrictive to describe the real substitution process. Violations of the two assumptions had opposite effects, as the bias in HKY is in the opposite direction to the bias in HKY-NH ( Figure  4A ). Furthermore, the violation of the stationarity assumption had a greater impact on calculation of d up,pu than the mismatch between HKY and GTR.
The homogeneous GTR model does not accommodate the changing base compositions and overcounted the up changes and undercounted the pu changes, showing similar but slightly larger bias than HKY ( Figure 4B ). The larger bias in GTR than in HKY reflects a cancellation of errors in HKY that does not occur in GTR.
Results obtained under the nonstationary GTR-NH model using both the AWP and EMC methods for selection scheme nstD are shown in Figure 4 , C-E. The results for GTR-NH b are very similar to those for GTR-NH. For those data, GTR-NH matches the simulation model, and both AWP and EMC performed very well. Nevertheless, AWP showed small biases and undercounted both pu and up substitutions slightly ( Figure 4 , C and D), leading to a slight underestimation of d up,pu at high GC. This appears to be due to the failure of AWP to correct for multiple hits within the same branch. The EMC method accounts for multiple hits and produced accurate counts of substitution numbers as well as d up,pu (Figure 4, D and E) .
It is noteworthy that under selection scheme nstD, all six modern sequences have the same base compositions, because they all started from the same base compositions at the root and have since been drifting in the same direction over the same time period. While the substitution process is nonstationary, this nonstationarity is not detectable using tests that examine the homogeneity of base compositions among modern sequences such as the matched-pairs test Figure 4 Actual and inferred d up,pu index and pu and up substitution counts for lineage m under the simple nonstationary scheme nstD. Shown are the averages and 95% confidence intervals over 300 bootstrap replicate data sets, generated by bootstrap resampling of the 777,600 sites in the simulated data set. (A-C) The d up,pu index is calculated using various methods. (D and E) The pu and up substitution counts are calculated using the AWP and EMC methods under the GTR-NH model. 9   857  858  859  860  861  862  863  864  865  866  867  868  869  870  871  872  873  874  875  876  877  878  879  880  881  882  883  884  885  886  887  888  889  890  891  892  893  894  895  896  897  898  899  900  901  902  903  904  905  906  907  908  909  910  911  912   913  914  915  916  917  918  919  920  921  922  923  924  925  926  927  928  929  930  931  932  933  934  935  936  937  938  939  940  941  942  943  944  945  946  947  948  949  950  951  952  953  954  955  956  957  958  959  960  961  962  963  964  965  966  967 968 (Tavaré 1986; Ababneh et al. 2006) . However, the nonstationarity can be detected from a phylogenetic analysis of the modern sequences, using the likelihood-ratio test (LRT) to compare the stationary and nonstationary models. For example, at the extreme GC bias (GC initial = 0.95), the LRT statistic is 2Dℓ = 24,668 (d.f. = 31) for comparing models HKY and HKY-NH and is 2Dℓ = 35,282 (d.f. = 31) for comparing GTR and GTR-NH (Supporting Information, Table  S1 ). In both cases, the test provides overwhelming evidence that the substitution process is nonstationary. Even though all modern sequences have the same base compositions, the asymmetrical nucleotide substitutions (that is, different numbers of i / j and j / i changes) on the branches of the tree will make a stationary model fit the data poorly, allowing it to be rejected when compared with a nonstationary model. At any rate it is important to note that while heterogeneous base compositions among sequences in the alignment necessarily mean a nonstationary substitution process, homogeneous base compositions among modern sequences do not necessarily mean a stationary process. Results for the complex nonstationary scheme nstC are shown in Figure 5 , where we calculate d up,pu as well as up and pu substitution counts under the nonstationary models GTR-NH and GTR-NH b . As selection varies among lineages, Figure 5 (A-I) Inferred d up,pu index and substitution counts for the m (A-C), t (D-F), and e (G-I) lineages obtained using the EMC method under the GTR-NH and GTR-NH b models for the complex nonstationary scheme nstC. Shown are the averages and 95% confidence intervals calculated using 300 bootstrap replicates, which were generated by bootstrap resampling, with replacement, the 777,600 sites in the simulated data set. Note that the confidence intervals may be too small to be visible in some plots.
Inference of Base Composition Evolution
we show results for three representative lineages on the tree: m, t, and e. Because of the different scaled selection coefficients (Ns) applied to different branches (Figure 1 ), both the exchangeability parameters and base frequency parameters differ among branches so that the GTR-NH model is violated. As a result, for lineage m (and lineages y and o) experiencing relaxed selection, GTR-NH undercounted the pu substitutions, overcounted the up substitutions, and overestimated d up,pu . In contrast, for lineages undergoing strengthened selection (lineages t), the bias is in the opposite direction. Finally, for lineages that experienced moderate levels of selection (lineage e), the bias is small. This complex pattern of biases can be understood by examining the MLEs of parameters in the model (Table 2 and Table S2 ). While in the true selection model, the exchangeability parameters (a, b, c, d, e) are different among branches, the GTR-NH model fits one set of exchangeability parameters, which will be a kind of average over all branches. Thus for lineages experiencing relaxed selection (e.g., lineage m), the fitted exchangeability parameter b is too large and e is too small, while for lineages experiencing strengthened selection (e.g., lineage t), the fitted b is too small and e is too large. The discrepancies are particularly pronounced at high GC contents, causing serious biases in the analysis. The GTR-NH model produced biased estimates of branch lengths ( Figure 6A ) and biased estimates of equilibrium base compositions in the lineages on the tree ( Figure  S1 ), but those biases are in general small, in comparison with the poor estimates of the exchangeability parameters (b and e) ( Table 2 ). Thus we suggest that the biases in d up,pu calculation in the GTR-NH model were mainly caused by the poor estimates of the exchangeability parameters.
All those biases disappeared when the nonstationary model GTR-NH b was used ( Figure 5 and Table 2 ). This model uses a whole GTR rate matrix for each branch and fits the complex simulation model adequately. The substitution counts as well as the exchangeability parameters are all estimated with high accuracy ( Figure 5 and Table 2 ). The model also produced accurate estimates of the branch lengths ( Figure 6B ) and equilibrium base compositions (Figure S1) .
Similarly the LRT allows one to reject the simpler GTR and GTR-NH models in comparison with the more complex and more realistic GTR-NH b model. For example, at the extreme GC bias (GC initial = 0.95), the test statistic is 2Dℓ = 73,836 (d.f. = 76) for the GTR vs. GTR-NH b comparison and is 2Dℓ = 9290 (d.f. = 45) for the GTR-NH vs. GTR-NH b comparison (Table S1 ). The simpler models are rejected by a big margin.
Our simulation model assumes that base composition bias is caused by selection, with stronger selection acting on genes with highly biased GC content. Strengthened or weakened selection is modeled by multiplying the selective coefficient (Ns) across all genes in the genome. This may represent a scenario in which the selective coefficient s is not changing, but the population size changes along some branches of the tree, which affects all genes in the genome. For example, the 2 3 Ns scheme may represent a doubling of the population size.
The effect of data size and model complexity
We simulated very large data sets with long sequences to evaluate ancestral inference methods for counting substitutions along every branch of the phylogeny in analysis of the genome-wide trend in base composition evolution. Sampling errors in parameter estimates are small enough to be ignored in such large data sets. However, in small or intermediate-sized data sets, parameter-rich models tend to suffer from large variances due to random sampling errors. If both simple and complex models are adequate in describing the evolutionary scenario, the simple model should in general be preferred as its parameter estimates tend to have smaller variances. To quantify this bias-variance trade-off, we constructed a selection scenario in which GC content is stationary and the substitution process matches the HKY model, so that all the models considered in this study (HKY, HKY-NH, GTR, GTR-NH, and GTR-NH b ) are correct. We simulated a large alignment of 777,600 sites and generated bootstrap replicate data sets of smaller sizes, by sampling sites with replacement, to study the variation among data sets. Figure 7 shows "confidence intervals" for d up,pu in the m lineage for the AWP method at different sample sizes. At reduced sequence lengths, the confidence intervals became much larger, with the parameter-rich models GTR-NH and GTR-NH b showing the widest intervals. The large variances in parameter estimates in the small data sets may become a major concern if the nonstationary models such as GTR-NH b are applied to a single short gene. We advise caution in such an analysis. We suggest that the NH b models may be useful if it is appropriate to pool genes or genomic regions into one analysis. Pooling may be appropriate in analysis of synonymous sites or noncoding regions (as is the focus here) but less so in analysis of coding genes or protein sequences because of the heterogeneous selection pressures among sites in a protein or among different proteins. Figure 7 suggests that the absolute differences among the five models become very small when the sequence length reaches 5000, so that at such data sizes, the cost of using the parameter-rich GTR-NH b model has decreased to insignificant levels. Note, however, that this cutoff is specific to the scenarios we simulated here and may not apply to other data sets. In particular, the information content in the sequence data depends on the sequence divergence levels (branch lengths). The sequences generated in our simulation are highly similar and thus lack information about the parameters (see Theory and Methods). At higher divergences (i.e., with more informative data sets), the required sample size may be much smaller (with 1000 or 500 sites, say). Conversely, if the sequences are even more similar, one will need even larger samples for the sampling errors in the MLEs to become negligible.
As discussed earlier, the LRT allows us to test for the goodness of fit of the model. In Table S1 , we show the loglikelihood values under different models for data simulated under various selection schemes for two levels of GC bias (GC initial = 0.7 and 0.95). For those data, the LRT always chose the simplest model that fits the data adequately, without either underfitting or overfitting. We note that for short sequences (1000 sites), the LRT may not have much power in rejecting inadequate models. For example, at the moderate base composition bias with GC initial = 0.7 for the complex nonstationary scheme nstC, significant test results were observed only between HKY and HKY-NH while GTR-NH b was not favored in comparison with HKY-NH (Table S3 ). In this case the differences between HKY-NH and GTR-NH b were still considerable, even though the effect is much smaller than at the extreme GC bias of GC initial = 0.95. With the small sample size the LRT did not have sufficient power and model selection for accurate ancestral inference is challenging. It is clear that to make reliable inference of the substitution pattern that is changing on the tree requires a large amount of data.
Discussion
Errors in ancestral reconstruction in AWP and stochastic mapping methods
The AWP method uses posterior probabilities calculated using the MLEs of parameters (i.e., empirical Bayes) as weights to average over multiple ancestral reconstructions. If the model and parameter values used are exactly correct, and if all possible reconstructions are considered in the averaging, the AWP method will recover the correct base compositions in the ancestral nodes. Note that AWP is very similar to the approach of sampling ancestral reconstructions according to their posterior probabilities (Williams et al. 2006; Goldstein et al. 2015) ; indeed, averaging over all possible ancestral reconstructions (AWP) is equivalent to sampling whether the number of samples is infinite. Used to count substitutions along a branch, the AWP method may suffer from two sources of errors. The first is possible errors in the calculated posterior probabilities for reconstructions because the parameter estimates are in error. The errors in parameter estimates may be systematic, caused by violations of model assumptions, or random, caused by the limited sequence length. In our simulation, the unrealistic nature of the assumed HKY model relative to the actual GTR substitution rate matrix is seen to cause considerable systematic biases in substitution counts and in the d up,pu index ( Figure  2 and Figure 3) . When the true process is stationary, HKY creates a spurious nonstationary pattern, similar to the use of the MP method (Figure 3) . For estimating the pattern of nucleotide substitution, GTR is preferred to HKY (Yang 1994) . Furthermore, when the selection regime is fluctuating on the tree but the data are analyzed under a stationary model (HKY or GTR), the incorrect stationarity assumption is seen to have an even greater impact on the substitution counts, whatever method of inference is used (AWP or EMC) ( Figure 4 and Figure 5 ).
The second source of errors in the AWP method is its failure to correct for multiple hits within a branch. When Table 2 True exchangeability parameters b and e in the GTR model in the nstC simulation scheme and their 95% confidence intervals under the GTR-NH and GTR-NH b models The confidence intervals for b and e were calculated using 300 bootstrap replicates, generated by bootstrap resampling with replacement, of the 777,600 sites in the simulated data set. Under GTR-NH, all lineages have the same exchangeability parameters. The scheme nstC leads to different b and e values (see Equation 1) in different lineages. Other exchangeability parameters (a, c, d) have the true value 1 and their estimates under both models are correct (see Table S2 ).
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T. Matsumoto, H. Akashi, and Z. Yang   1193  1194  1195  1196  1197  1198  1199  1200  1201  1202  1203  1204  1205  1206  1207  1208  1209  1210  1211  1212  1213  1214  1215  1216  1217  1218  1219  1220  1221  1222  1223  1224  1225  1226  1227  1228  1229  1230  1231  1232  1233  1234  1235  1236  1237  1238  1239  1240  1241  1242  1243  1244  1245  1246  1247  1248   1249  1250  1251  1252  1253  1254  1255  1256  1257  1258  1259  1260  1261  1262  1263  1264  1265  1266  1267  1268  1269  1270  1271  1272  1273  1274  1275  1276  1277  1278  1279  1280  1281  1282  1283  1284  1285  1286  1287  1288  1289  1290  1291  1292  1293  1294  1295  1296  1297  1298  1299  1300  1301  1302  1303 a reconstruction assigns nucleotides i and j at the two ends of the branch, this is counted as an i / j substitution. The method is very similar to the simple p distance, which treats the raw proportion of different sites between two sequences as an estimate of the number of substitutions per site, ignoring the possibility for multiple hits. This error is more serious for longer branches. It should be possible to correct for this bias, using a standard multiple-hit correction under the GTR model (e.g., Gu and Li 1996; Yang and Kumar 1996) or using the expected counts in stochastic mapping (Hobolth and Jensen 2005; Minin and Suchard 2008b; Tataru and Hobolth 2011 ). This is not pursued here, partly because the bias due to failure to correct for multiple hits within the branch is avoided by the EMC method. In our simulation, the bias caused by multiple hits within the branch is not so important ( Figure 2B and Figure 4 , C-E) as the large systematic errors caused by the violations of assumptions discussed above (Figure 3 and Figure 4 ). Minin and Suchard (2008a) The authors demonstrated the utility of stochastic mapping through calculation of sequence distances and estimation of the nonsynonymous/synonymous rate ratio (v). However, to study complex nonstationary patterns of nucleotide substitution, stochastic mapping under simple and unrealistic models may not be accurate enough, because the posterior probabilities for the ancestral reconstructions calculated under simplistic and wrong models (such as HKY) may be systematically biased. In our simulations, AWP (or indeed even SBR) under the simple stationary HKY model did indicate the nonstationary nature of nucleotide substitution ( Figure 4A ), but it also indicated a spurious nonstationary trend when the true substitution process is stationary (Figure 3A) . For the purpose of inferring complex substitution patterns, we advocate parametric likelihood models that accommodate the main features of the substitution process, with ML used for parameter estimation and LRT for hypothesis testing.
Limitation of the EMC method
The EMC method estimates the expected number of nucleotide substitutions along the branch by taking into account the nonstationary nature of the Markov substitution process. It corrects for multiple hits within a branch and Figure 6 (A and B) Actual and estimated branch lengths under the GTR-NH (A) and GTR-NH b (B) models for data simulated under the nstC scheme. Three GC initial levels (0.6, 0.8, and 0.95) are used. Actual branch length was calculated as the observed number of substitutions on the branch divided by the number of sites. Estimated branch length was calculated as the expected number of substitutions per site when the base compositions are in equilibrium for the substitution rate matrix (Yang and Roberts 1995) , but the new definition of Equation 7 gave similar values. The two branch lengths around the root of the tree should be ignored. Shown are the averages and 95% confidence intervals over 300 bootstrap replicate data sets, generated by bootstrap resampling of the 777,600 sites in the simulated data set.
more importantly accounts for the changing base compositions over time. Implemented under the nonstationary GTR-NH and GTR-NH b models, it produced highly accurate ancestral inference in our simulation. The nonstationary GTR models appear complex enough to accommodate a wide range of evolutionary scenarios and may be useful for studying the complex nucleotide substitution process in genomic data sets. While the rate matrix under the GTR model assumes time reversibility and symmetrical substitution counts (with p i q ij = p j q ji ) at equilibrium, asymmetry in the substitution process can be accommodated by allowing the base compositions to drift over time, thus allowing the model to be used to estimate substitution counts when the substitution process is nonstationary (see Figure 3C) .
Nevertheless, we note here a few limitations of the EMC method or the nonstationary models. First, those models involve many parameters so that the random sampling errors in the parameter estimates may be a major concern if the analyzed data set is small (see discussion above). Second, the models are nucleotide based. To calculate the probabilities of ancestral codon states one should either apply those models to analyze the fourfold degenerate sites at the third codon position only (Akashi et al. 2007 and this study) or implement nonstationary codon models to explicitly model mutational bias and weak selection on codon usage (Nielsen et al. 2007) . Third, the models assume independent substitutions among sites, an assumption that appears to be seriously violated in mammalian genome data (see Arndt et al. 2003) .
Methods and biases of ancestral sequence reconstruction
There has been much discussion in the literature about the accuracy of ancestral sequence reconstruction and its applicability to study the properties and functions of ancestral proteins (Jordan et al. 2005; Goldstein and Pollock 2006; Williams et al. 2006) . A perceived contradiction exists in that on one hand the accuracy of the reconstructed ancestral sequences (measured by the proportion of correctly reconstructed sites) is typically very high (e.g., Chang et al. 2002b; Hanson-Smith et al. 2010) while on the other the amino acid compositions and thermostability of the reconstructed proteins appear to be seriously biased (e.g., Eyre-Walker 1998; Krishnan et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2006) . Note that the most commonly used reconstruction methods have been MP and likelihood with SBR Koshi and Goldstein 1996) . Our simulation has focused on estimating base compositions at ancestral nodes and counting substitutions along the branches, but we have also generated results concerning the accuracy of ancestral sequence reconstruction, which may shed light on the controversy.
It may be useful to first clarify the statistical nature of the inference problem as this is frequently misrepresented in the literature. In all Markov models of character evolution used in phylogenetics, the ancestral states are random variables and do not occur in the likelihood function (the probability of the modern sequences given the model parameters), which averages over and integrates out the ancestral states (Felsenstein 1981) . Thus the "maximum-likelihood" method for ancestral reconstruction is a misnomer. There have been attempts to estimate ancestral character states by maximizing what was thought to be the "likelihood function," but those do not constitute valid statistical methods (see Yang 2006, p. 124) . Instead the proper method is to calculate the conditional (posterior) probabilities of ancestral states given the data and model parameters. This is the EB method Koshi and Goldstein 1996) . EB is considered a likelihood method. Note that likelihood is a general methodology of using the likelihood function for statistical inference (and thus includes EB for estimating random variables) while maximum likelihood is a specific method for estimating parameters by maximizing the likelihood function (Edwards 1972) ; EB is a likelihood method but not a maximum-likelihood method. The full or hierarchical Bayesian (FB) method (Huelsenbeck and Bollback 2001) differs from EB in that it accommodates uncertainties in model parameters (such as branch lengths and the exchangeability and frequency parameters) by assigning priors on them and integrating over them, typically achieved using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. The difference between EB and FB is small and unimportant in analysis of large data sets (as in this study), but FB arguably has an advantage in analysis of small data sets (but see HansonSmith et al. 2010) .
With both EB and FB, one can either use the SBR or average over the ancestral reconstructions, using the posterior probabilities as weights (AWP), or sample ancestral states using the posterior probabilities. We do not distinguish between the latter two approaches, because averaging (if over all possible ancestral states) and sampling (if the sample size or the length of the MCMC is infinite) are equivalent. Note that an MCMC implementation of FB Figure 7 Bootstrap confidence intervals for d up,pu at different sequence lengths, illustrating the cost of parameter-rich models. A data set of the 777,600 sites was generated under a model consistent with HKY, with GC initial = 0.95 (that is, p T = p A = 0.025, p C = p G = 0.475, k = 1). Then 300 bootstrap replicate data sets of specified sequence length were generated by resampling sites with replacement and were analyzed using the AWP method under five models: HKY, HKY-NH, GTR, GTR-NH, and GTR-NH b .
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T. Matsumoto, H. Akashi, and Z. Yang   1417  1418  1419  1420  1421  1422  1423  1424  1425  1426  1427  1428  1429  1430  1431  1432  1433  1434  1435  1436  1437  1438  1439  1440  1441  1442  1443  1444  1445  1446  1447  1448  1449  1450  1451  1452  1453  1454  1455  1456  1457  1458  1459  1460  1461  1462  1463  1464  1465  1466  1467  1468  1469  1470  1471  1472 produces posterior probabilities for ancestral states, which can be used to generate the maximum a posteriori (MAP) reconstruction and to apply SBR. Note that SBR is not a unique feature of likelihood (EB) and can also be applied to the Bayesian (FB) method, and similarly sampling or averaging is not a unique feature of Bayesian (FB) and can be applied to likelihood as well. There is essentially just one valid statistical method for ancestral state reconstruction (that is, Bayesian, including both EB and FB) even though one can use the calculated posterior probabilities differently (SBR or AWP). Among all the factors discussed here and elsewhere (e.g., Goldstein and Pollock 2006) , the use of the SBR while ignoring the suboptimal reconstructions is the most important in producing serious biases if we are interested in certain features of the whole ancestral sequence. This bias is easy to explain. Suppose we want to reconstruct the ancestor for three sequences with high GC contents. At a site with data TCC (T, C, and C in the three sequences at an alignment site), the most likely state for the ancestor is C, whatever method we use (e.g., MP or EB) or whatever substitution model we use in the EB calculation. However, counting a C at every TCC site will lead to an overcount of C when we consider the whole sequence. The bias is opposite at the TTC site, but as the sequence is GC rich, there will be many more TCC sites than TTC sites. Overall we will infer even higher frequencies of the common nucleotides (C) in the ancestors than in modern sequences, suggesting a trend of common to rare changes. This bias is due to the use of SBR. It exists for parsimony, likelihood (EB), and Bayesian (FB) and exists even if the correct substitution model is assumed in calculating the posterior probabilities.
Our simulation showed the same patterns as observed by others: high sequence reconstruction accuracy by SBR and strong bias in compositions. Many previous studies have observed high accuracy of ancestral sequence reconstruction by SBR, with .90% or 95% of sites in the sequence correctly reconstructed (e.g., Williams et al. 2006) . In our simulation, the probability for correct joint reconstruction at the variable sites (that is, for correctly reconstructing all six nodes in the tree of Figure 1 to a variable site) is .95% (Table S4) . The accuracy will be even higher if the constant sites are included in the calculation or if only the node is considered. This high accuracy is mainly due to the high similarity of the sequences. At the same time, SBR produced large systematic biases and spurious trends of base composition evolution. Figure S2 shows the performance of SBR implemented under the true GTR-NH b model for data simulated under the nstC scheme. SBR created large biases, in sharp contrast to highly accurate results obtained from using the AWP and EMC methods under the same model ( Figure 5 ). The poor performance of SBR is very similar to the finding of Williams et al. (2006) , who used computer simulation to evaluate the accuracy of ancestral sequence reconstruction. Note that those authors' ML method is our EB with SBR while their Bayesian inference (BI) is our EB with sampling (i.e., AWP). Williams et al. (2006) found that ancestral sequences reconstructed using MP and SBR had even higher thermostability than the true proteins generated in the simulation, while AWP did not show similar bias. The authors convincingly demonstrated that the notion that errors in ancestral reconstruction should lead to less stable ancestral proteins (Thornton 2004) does not hold.
Nevertheless, there does not appear to be a contradiction between the high accuracy of sequence reconstruction by SBR or parsimony and the large biases in composition reconstruction. Sequence reconstruction accuracy appears to be invariably measured on a per-site basis, but accumulation of small reconstruction errors at individual sites may lead to a substantial bias when one considers a property of the whole sequence, such as the base compositions, the thermostability, and function of a protein. Even though the accuracy of reconstructing a single site by SBR is very high, the probability for correct reconstruction of the whole sequence, calculated by multiplying the probabilities over individual sites, is typically vanishingly small. In other words, the probability of correctly reconstructing the whole sequence is very low. Note that both accuracy measures are calculated in PAML (Yang 1997) . Ignoring suboptimal reconstructions in SBR leads to systematic biases in the substitution counts along the branches of the tree (Akashi et al. 2007 and this study) and in base compositions in the ancestral sequences (Collins et al. 1994; Perna and Kocher 1995; Eyre-Walker 1998 , and this study), and it is not surprising that it may also lead to biases in the functional properties of the reconstructed protein. We suggest that caution be exercised if SBR or MP methods are used to reconstruct ancestral sequences and that the biases caused by those methods be carefully considered.
In the case where it is possible to calculate the property of interest of the ancestral protein, the averaging or sampling method (AWP) may be effective to correct for the bias in ancestral reconstruction (SBR). To study complex patterns of nucleotide substitution, the use of realistic substitution models also becomes important. Indeed, our simulation suggests that the AWP and EMC methods implemented under the nonstationary models can produce highly reliable substitution counts along branches and reliable base compositions at internal nodes on the tree, even if SBR applied to the same data generates large biases. For studies that synthesize ancestral proteins and examine their biochemical properties in the laboratory (Chang et al. 2002a; Thornton 2004) , the EMC method is not directly applicable since it does not generate whole sequences, and the sampling method (AWP) increases the experimental cost considerably, since many ancestral proteins have to be examined and averaged over.
Implications to study of synonymous codon usage While our analysis has used "empirical" models of nucleotide substitution such as HKY and GTR that describe nucleotide substitution rates without considering the underlying biological factors that influence rates, our simulation uses a "mechanistic" model that explicitly considers the population genetic process of mutation and selection. With a combined analysis of multiple genes with different codon usage or base compositions, we envisage that the estimated substitution rates from the empirical models may be converted to evolutionary parameters of mutation and selection that characterize the forces of gene sequence evolution. Furthermore, even though the mutation model in the simulation assumed an equal mutation rate between any two nucleotides, mutation bias such as the transition/transversion rate ratio can be accommodated in a straightforward manner in the GTR-NH model.
In general, suppose the mutation process can be described using a GTR mutation model, with the rate of mutation from nucleotides i to j given as m ij = a ij p * j ; with a ij = a ji for all i 6 ¼ j. Here p * j reflects mutation bias; if p * C is large, mutations are biased toward C. Suppose weak selection operates on base composition/codon usage, such that different nucleotides have different fitness F i = 2Nf i for nucleotide i, and the i / j mutation has the scaled selection coefficient S ij = 2Ns ij = F j -F i . The i / j substitution rate per generation is then 
Here the quantity in the brackets is symmetrical for i / j and j / i, while the quantity in the parentheses depends on j but not on i. Thus the substitution process specified by the rate matrix Q = {q ij } is time reversible, with the stationary distribution given as
Here the proportionality constant is chosen to ensure that p j sum to one. This clearly reflects the effects of both the mutation bias (p * j ) and selection (e Fj ). The derivation here is very similar to equation 4 of Yang and Nielsen (2008) .
Suppose we use the HKY mutation model with transition/ transversion rate ratio k and mutation bias parameters p * T ; p * C ; p * A ; and p * G and suppose the fitness parameters for the nucleotides are 
The stationary distribution is given by Equation 14. The simulation model of this study ) is a special case of the above, with k = 1 and p * T ¼ p * C ¼ p * A ¼ p * G in the mutation model and F T = F A = 0 and F C = F G = 2Ns for selection on base compositions. The stationary distribution is given by p T =p A = ð1=2Þ(1 -GC) and p C =p G = ð1=2ÞGC (Equation 11), and the exchangeability parameters are given by Equation 15 as a = c = d = 1, b = ðe 2Ns 2 1Þ=2Ns; and e = ð1 2 e 22Ns Þ=2Ns: Note that when x / y, ðe
x 2 e y Þ=ðx 2 yÞ / e x . In the above we have formulated the model at the nucleotide level. While nonsynonymous mutations are under stronger selection (mostly purifying selection) than synonymous mutations, the two types of mutations operate on different timescales, so that one can use closely related species to study synonymous codon usage while essentially ignoring nonsynonymous mutations. Alternatively one can formulate the model at the level of codons and analyze protein-coding gene sequences directly (Nielsen et al. 2007; Yang and Nielsen 2008) .
While the mutation and selection parameters are confounded in Equations 13 and 14 when a single gene is analyzed, they will be estimable if we analyze multiple genes (especially genes of different base compositions) simultaneously and if we assume that the mutation parameters are shared among genes. Another strategy is to analyze the protein-coding genes together with the noncoding regions, assuming shared mutation parameters. We are implementing nonstationary nucleotide and codon models for combined analysis of protein-coding genes to estimate the mutation and selection parameters. The results from this simulation study support the feasibility of the approach.
Program availability: Maximum-likelihood 12 estimation and ancestral reconstruction (that is, the SBR, AWP, and EMC methods) under the nonstationary models GTR-NH and GTR-NH b , as well as under other nonstationary models based on HKY and F84, are implemented in the BASEML program in the PAML package (version 4.8) . Programs for processing BASEML output to implement the AWP method are available from the authors upon request.
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